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A Introduction
1.
The Civic Amenities Act 1967 requires all local planning authorities to determine
which parts of their areas are areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character or
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance, and to designate such areas as
conservation areas.
2.
Preservation should not be thought of as a purely negative process or as an
impediment to progress. The great majority of listed buildings are still capable of beneficial
use in the present day, and given skill and understanding new development can usually be
made to blend happily with the old. The destruction of buildings of architectural or historic
interest is very seldom necessary for the sake of improvement, more often it is the result of
neglect, or a failure to appreciate the qualities of the area.
3.
It is the intention of the County Council to prepare conservation area plans for
selected villages or parts of villages and to formulate general principles for the control of
development within them. Further work may be necessary to formulate positive plans for the
enhancement of the character and appearance of these areas. These further studies may
indicate a need to expand or reduce the conservation area already defined.
4.
To define criteria for the designation of a conservation area the only recourse is to the
wording of the Civic Amenities Act: is it “an area of special architectural or historic interest
whose character or appearance it is desirable to preserve or enhance”?
5.
In this County we define the area by what is called “townscape”: it is a built
environment of architectural or historic interest. The area must have a quality, a unity, a real
character that is distinctive to it. This may depend on the topographical site, the building
materials, the density, the linked spaces, the sense of enclosure, the views out, an estate layout
integral with tree planting… and so on: in effect it must have a special character to cherish.
The boundary of the defined area should be where this special character stops. The
conservation are is not a “village envelope” and so new housing on its edges is excluded
unless it is of a high architectural standard blending well with the village. Certain areas of
open land are included where they form vital gaps in the street scene; where the planting or
land form complement a group of buildings on the other side of the road; gardens within the
cartilage of a building; a field, a small clump pf trees forming the backcloth or part of a
group; or a river meadow or tree-lined road where these form a vital part of the setting in the
countryside. Designation does not mean that all the buildings are of high standard but that the
overall defined character predominates.

B The Conservation Area Map
6.
Maps V.32 (1 & 2) define the extent of the areas of Penn and Tylers Green which are
regarded as possessing those qualities of townscape and architectural character or of historic
interest which it is proposed to conserve and enhance Policies applying to these two areas will
however also have an influence on the surroundings in that views and approaches to the areas
and views out from them will be over these surroundings.
7.
The areas defined here should not be confused with a village “envelope” or “limit to
development”. The boundary shown does not preclude development outside the areas and

conversely the fact that some open land has been included does not significantly that
permission for its development will be forthcoming.

C Objectives of a Conservation Policy
8.
To avoid the destruction of the character and ‘wholeness’ of the area from stagnation
and decay due to neglect and indifference, from despoliation due to redevelopment and other
unsympathetic expedients.
9.
To protect the surroundings of the area and its outward and inward views. This
applies particularly to the views of the hillside and open country around the settlement which
are indicated by arrows on the conservation maps V.32 (1 & 2).
10.
To ensure that where new development takes place it blends in with the character of
the area.

D Characteristics of the Conservation Area
11.
Penn is a linier village situated on part of the much dissected dip slope of the
Chilterns. The development is aligned from east to west along the top of a minor ridge nearly
600 ft. above sea level, thus commanding fairly extensive views across the countryside.
Going by place name evidence the village possibly dates from Celtic times (“pen” –
headland), but more probably from Anglo-Saxon times (“penn” – enclosure). Several of the
present buildings in the village have historical connections with various people including
Henry VIII, Catherine of Aragon and Queen Anne. William Penn also had connections with
the village and had a large vault made at Penn and several of his grandsons are buried in it.
12.
As it progresses westwards the development at Penn swings round to the north to link
up with the southern and eastern ends of Tylers Green, and the buildings lining the eastern
and southern sides of The Green are in fact still part of Penn.
13.
Tylers Green is situated two miles north-east of High Wycombe. Originally the
village had an open framework with a scattered pattern of cottages and other buildings along
the roadsides and on the commons. During the present century, however, many of the gaps
have been filled in and the area has taken on a more urban appearance. One part of the village
which has retained much of its original character is The Green and its immediate
surroundings.
Area 1
14.
The Green is an irregular shaped area the limits of which are well defined by the
buildings which surround it. With a few exceptions they are the original properties which
made up the old core of the settlement. A large pond and an avenue of ancient elms (now
pollarded) add interest to the scene.
15.
At the extremities of the area the pattern of buildings is more compact which
contrasts well with the open character of the centre. Entry from the north is along a narrow
corridor formed by the closely sited properties on the frontage, and whilst a mixture of styles
and materials is found they harmonise with each other and produce an interesting street
picture. The old “Bell” inn which faces out on to The Green forms an excellent terminal
building when viewed from the pond.
16.
At the southern End of the area the pattern is similar except that most of the older
properties are assembled on the eastern side of the approach road. The very narrow lane

which serves them remains unaltered, and whilst these buildings form an attractive group the
appearance of the area tends to be spoilt by the unsightliness of some of the premises on the
opposite side of the lane.
17.
Although only two buildings are included in the Statutory List of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest, there are many other good examples of rural development
within this area such as the flint and brick cottages on the east side of The Green.
18.
Whilst building materials on walls and roofs throughout the area vary considerably
there is a predominance of hand-made red bricks ands plain clay red/brown roofing tiles.
19.
Other features of the conservation area are the outstanding views across the
countryside which can be seen from several vantage points on the eastern boundary, the
attractive belt of trees on the southern boundary which form a backcloth to the development
in school lane, and the fine redwood trees outside the school.
Area 2
20.
The focal part of the area is at the extreme eastern end where there is a cluster of
development around the junction between Church Road and Pauls Hill. In medieval times and
later the centre of village life must have been about here. On the triangular piece of land east
of the churchyard, now the suite of the war memorial, once stood the village stocks and two
ancient elm trees on the site were known as the stock elms. Today only one of these elms
survives but it is an imposing tree which can be seen a long way down the road leading to
Tylers Green. The buildings around The Green form a very important grouping with three
properties on the Statutory List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest and
four on the supplementary list.
21.
The curvature of Pauls Hill as it leaves the village forms a good closing feature which
sharply defines the edge of the conservation area and restricts outward views. This narrow,
winding lane has no pavement and the C.17 and C.18 flint and red brick cottages to the east
lie very close to the road with only narrow flower borders or small walled or fenced “cottagetype” front gardens in between.
22.
On the opposite side of the road the roughcast, brick and flint church with its square
tower stands in a perfectly kept, well-treed churchyard, which is surrounded by a low flint
wall with a grass bank in front. The church in this very fine setting forms a centre piece of the
building group and the focal point of the village. To the south of the church lies the knoll – a
C.17 red brick dwelling-house in which it is reputed that Queen Anne once lived for several
years. This house together with its outbuildings forms a good terminal feature at one of the
exits out of the conservation area.
23.
Church Road at the eastern end, although still having no pavement is wider than Pauls
Hill and the buildings are larger with a wider variety of styles and ages. Spaced out on both
sides of the road is a mixture which includes the brick and flint church, the C.17 red brick
Crown P.H. with an old tile roof, the C.19 vicarage and neighbouring house of whitewashed
brick and cement rendering with welsh slate roofs; the early C.20 yellow brick schoolroom
and the modern red brick building which has replaced the old almshouses. (It is recognised
that a later phase of this redevelopment scheme may affect the old schoolroom at some time
in the future). Unity is given to this varied building group by the abundance of grass and
vegetation which blends each building together; the Crown P.H. is covered with climbing
foliage, many of the dwellings are surrounded by orchard trees; there are fine trees defining
the boundaries of the churchyard and the vicarage. To the north and east are good views
across the well-wooded slopes just outside the area.

24.
Further to the west there is a break in the development on the north side of Church
Road with extensive outward views down the ridge across an agricultural valley to banks of
woodland beyond. On the south side the buildings are well spaced out in a linier form with
some more nucleated clusters. They are mostly large, detached houses set in spacious grounds
with a few smaller cottages that are linked together by groups of trees in the spaces between
them.
25.
The predominant building materials here are red brick and colourwashed brick and
cement rendering. Trees both within and outside the area, continue to play an important role.
26.
Past Troutwells, buildings are again clustered on either side of the road and, with the
exception of the Methodist Church, they are in large houses in spacious grounds. The extreme
western boundary of the conservation area is clearly defined by a strong belt of trees running
at right angles to the road. These provide a “gateway” into and out of the area and also mark
the point where a change of character occurs in the street scene.
27.
Throughout the area buildings are generally well maintained and four properties are
included in the Statutory list of buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest and
thirteen in the Supplementary List.
Approved Amendment to Existing Designated conservation Area
28.
In 1992 Chiltern District Council approved an amendment to the existing designated
conservation area which falls within its area. The following wording was agreed as a
statement to accompany the addition.
29.
In 1986 Wycombe District Council extended the part of Penn and Tylers Green
Conservation Area within its area to include the grounds of Rayners, now known as Penn
School. Therefore part of the grounds, which straddle the District boundary, have been within
a conservation area and part has been excluded. The grounds contain fine mature trees. A
continuous 6 foot high brick and flint wall along the highway boundary with church road is a
significant feature of interest and local character and imparts visual unity. The Chiltern part of
the grounds of Penn School has been added to the Conservation Area.
30.
Adjoining Penn School grounds at the northern end of Beacon Hill is an area of
mainly pre-1900 cottages. It also contains “Cobblers”, an 18th Centuary house and Grade II
Listed Building. There is some later ‘infill’ development which is sympathetic in scale and
materials. Overall the area has special architectural and historic qualities and merits
designation. A suitable point for the boundary is Beacon Hill Cottage which contributes to a
degree of enclosure at the southern end. The building of The Lodge is set back and appears to
be integrated with the rest of the area.
31.
On both sides of Church Road between the two parts of the original Conservation
Area, the character is notably different from each of the original designated areas which are
themselves of contrasting character, although of a special quality meriting designation.
32.
On the north side of Church Road are various buildings of quality. Mention is
specifically made of Yew Tree House, a Grade II Listed Building (dating from late 17th
century and built as an Almshouse); of Hampdens, a detached Victorian Villa with an
unaltered front elevation; of Stratfords Cottage and Beam Ends, and attractive ‘period’ pair of
cottages originating from the early 17th century and with an extension which has retained the
historic character.
33.
In addition to these buildings are two areas of late 1920’s/early 1930’s “cottage style”
houses which are unaltered on the front elevations with one exception which has been carried

out so as to maintain character. There is also a 1950’s garage which, like Slades Garage
opposite on the corner of Beacon Hill, is not prominent in the street scene. This area is of
“mixed” character, but the component parts are mostly high quality and of special interest to
justify conservation area status.
34.
With regard to the south side of Church road, the strong local feeling hat these two
existing areas should be linked is acknowledged. “Grass-Side” is an Edwardian house which
retains its ‘period’ features. “The old Reading Room” has notable historical associations. It
used to be a school at Church Knoll and was moved and rebuilt in its present position in 1875.
“Stumpwells” is an 18th Century building which has been considered for listing. Two other
properties are 1960’s houses and Lane House (1920’s) has been considerably extended and
new garaging provided, all in character with the original dwelling. The “modern” housing is
interspersed with the “old”. The area possesses fine trees, particularly in the cartilage of Lane
House. “Stumpwells” is forward of the general building line and therefore prominent in the
street scene. There are sporadically sited “modern” houses elsewhere in the Conservation
Area. The linking of the two parts of the original Conservation Area has therefore been
effected on the south side of Church Road.

E Defects Requiring Remedy
Area 1
35.
The need for a carefully considered landscaping scheme for The Green to cover such
things as additional planting to screen some of the unsightly views out of the area, and more
sympathetic treatment of the pond and its surrounds. The question of whether the newly
planted row of trees across The Green will partition the grass area when they become
established rather than give it unity, will also need to be considered in any future scheme.
36.
The widespread use of overhead cables which together with their supporting poles
detract from the character of the area.
37.
The clutter of advertisements on some commercial premises which detract from the
appearance of the area.
38.

The unsightliness of several of the premises on the western side of Elm Lane.

Area 2
39.
With the exception of local traffic problems and a few unsightly overheads lines, this
part of Penn village is free from the defects found in many areas. It may, however, be felt that
some improvements to the land west of the old school would improve the appearance of the
area. (The landscaping which is to take place around Penn Mead will also enhance this part of
the village).
40.
Although just outside the conservation area boundary the untidy appearance of the
land and old shed to the west of the Methodist church are also examples where remedial work
could bring about visual improvements to the street picture.
41.
These problems together with the possible need for action to safeguard buildings
worthy of preservation, tree preservation orders and planting, will be considered at a later
stage of the conservation plan.

F Development Control

42.
The advice in this section has been superseded by changes in legislation made since
the original conservation booklet was published in 1971. For up to date guidance please refer
to the separate document ‘Conservation areas – General Planning Controls and Policies’
1995.

G General
43.
Any proposal to introduce street lighting to area 2 or to add or modify the existing
system in area 1 will need to be very carefully handled if the character of the areas is to be
maintained. Well designed and carefully sited lamps, where possible fixed direct to existing
buildings are considered likely to provide the least intrusive form of lighting.

